Special Figures
Special figures are a bonus for By Fire and Sword players. These figures cannot be bought, you may only
receive them for participation in tournaments, competitions and by promoting the game in other ways.
Every special figure has its own rules.
If you own a special figure you may use it at every official By Fire and Sword tournament.
Deployment of a special figure does not increase the army’s FSP and it does not need to be included in the
army list. At the Skirmish Level you may have one special figure. You may have more at higher levels - 2 for
Division, 3 for a Field Army and 4 for a Great Army. The figure may only be used painted and with a finished
base (not necessarily like our “company” figures). Special figures may not be proxied in any way.

Peasant Guide
Armies very often asked local guides for help. Bribed guide could show a way through a forrest or swamp
or give misleading information to opponent's force.
The Guide figure is deployed in the first Game Turn, during the Orders Phase
of the owning player. If the player forgets this he may not deploy the figure for
the remainder of the game.
The figure is placed within any terrain element on the table, apart from a river/
steam or other water basin. The Guide cannot be attacked or killed in any way
– it is treated as a marker.
The terrain element in which you place the Guide decreases its influence on
the movement of your troops. Very Difficult Terrain restricts the movement as
if it was only Difficult, and Difficult Terrain is treated as Open Ground (but it
still is a terrain element so you may not march through it and loose the Charge
impetus). Shooting and visibility modifiers etc. remain unchanged. Impassable Terrain cannot be modified (cavalry still is unable to climb cliffs etc.).
Your Guide causes that your opponent’s Units treat the given terrain element
as 1 level more difficult in terms of Movement restrictions. Open Ground
terrain is treated as Difficult and Difficult as Very Difficult. Nothing happens to
Very Difficult and Impassable Terrain.
Roll a die in each Game Turn in the Reorganization Phase, apart from the first Turn:

1-5
6-0

the figure stays on the table
the Guide flees – take him off the table

If an enemy Unit is present in or is touching the edge of the terrain element where your Guide is placed then
the Guide stays only on w roll of 1-2.
Effects of more Guides of one player placed in a single terrain element are not cumulative. If there are
Guides belonging to opposing players in the same terrain element their effects cancel out (until one of them
flees).

